Fluorescence and Time-Delayed Lasing during Single Laser Pulse Excitation of a Pendant mm-Sized Dye Droplet.
Fluorescence and lasing emission that are produced separately in time during excitation laser pulse for an mm-sized Rhodamine 6G dye-water droplet are reported. The droplet acts as a quasi-spherical closed optical resonator and due to multiple internal reflections, the resonant amplified emission is delayed with respect to fluorescence emission. Measurements of the temporal evolution of the droplet's emission were performed by varying the signal acquisition gate width and gate delay with respect to the pumping pulse. The droplet emission spectra are structured in two bands which appear one after the other in time: first, the fluorescence emission band which follows pumping laser pulse time shape and then a second band, the lasing band, placed at shorter wavelengths and formed in time after the peak of the pumping laser pulse intensity, on the pulse tail. The lasing threshold pumping intensity is much lower than those for typical dye lasers.